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Summary of Deer-Dog and Hunter Incidents 2014-2015
Coalition for Ethical Deer Hunting
Incidents Reported: 82
People Reporting Incidents: 31
Incident Report Summary
Incidents
reported per
person
1
2
3
4
6
10
12

People reporting
that number
of incidents
13
8
5
1
2
1
1

Percent
42%
26%
16%
3%
6%
3%
3%

Incidents Reported by County
County
Franklin
Hancock
Perry
Stone
Tishomingo

Incidents
39
16
5
5
4

Percent
48%
20%
6%
6%
5%

Wilkinson
Attala
Clay
Amite
Copiah
Grenada

3
2
2
1
1
1

4%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%

Madison
Newton
Tallahatchie

1
1
1

1%
1%
1%

1

Incidents Involving Dogs: What the Dog(s) Did*
Incidents
75

Ran through
property
71

Came to
stand
13

Came to
house/camp
7

*Some incidents involved more than one action.

Incidents Involving Dogs: What Happened to the Dog(s)*
Incidents
75

Did not
catch
31

Returned
to owner
14

Picked up
by warden
13

Got picture on
game camera
7

Released

Other

4

6

*Some incidents involved more than one action.

Incidents Involving Hunters: What the Hunter(s) Did*
Incidents

Hunted
from
road

Trespassed

31

13

10

Made
verbal/
written
threats
7

Blocked
road

Dumped
trash/offal

Damaged
property

Assault/
battery

Other

7

2

1

1

9

*Some incidents involved more than one action.
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Amite

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/18/2015
County: Amite
Location: Corner of Busy Corner Rd. and Nash Rd.
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? When I got there I saw 2 trucks a spray painted camo Toyota
truck and a white Ford Ranger. They had already caught the two dogs and hauled tail when they
saw me.
What did the hunter(s) do? Trespassed.
Incident narrative: The dog hunters that came on my property were being listened to on a CB
radio. I had two members of our club see the dogs running a deer on our property. One of the
members tried to catch the dogs but because they were actually running a deer, calling them off
it wasn’t happening.
I was called by the guy listening to them, he said the guys were trying to catch the dogs. This in
itself is a big step forward. In the past, dog hunters would have hunted from the road to try and
kill the deer instead of trying to catch the dogs. When I arrived, I saw a man jump in a camo
painted Toyota truck and take off. I followed him and saw the white Ford Ranger follow him
down New Hope road. When I caught up with the guy that had been listening to them, he said
they were saying how that was a close one. They was talking about how if they hadn’t gone in
there and got the dog they would have been busted. They took the dogs to Fox Rd. and turned
them out.
I just want to end by saying Thank You to all the people who put their time into this, because a
few years ago this was an every weekend thing. We had threats made, people follow us from our
gates, stands stolen, cameras stolen or just destroyed. By the hard work of the Coalition, we as
land owners/ lease holders around the HNF have seen a huge improvement in cases of dogs or
dog hunters being on our land. So once again THANK YOU...
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Attala

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/4/2014
County: Attala
Location: 4 miles outside of Ethel, MS or about 12 miles from Kosciusko
# of dogs: 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Dogs ran through private property during the primitive weapon season.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/16/2015
County: Attala
Location: Highway 14, near Attala/Winston county line
# of dogs: 2 to 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? at least 3
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road. Other. Shot down and across state highway 14
Incident narrative: One of our hunters was hunting a stand within 200 yards of highway 14.
Dogs were running on our leased property and disturbed his hunt so he got down off the stand
and walked to his truck parked on the south side of Highway 14. When he reached the highway,
he observed a hunter holding a gun standing near his vehicle at the intersection of a gravel road
and Highway 14 on the opposite side of Highway 14. As the dogs neared Highway 14, he
observed the hunter shoot across Highway 14.
Our member did not see the deer but he observed the shot. He immediately called the local
game warden and reported the incident. He was not able to get a tag number but did describe
the vehicle.
So far we have not heard of any results from this incident from the game warden.
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Clay

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/17/2015
County: Clay
Location: Tom Valentine Rd.
# of dogs: more than 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to house or camp.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters? around 7-8
What did the hunter(s) do? Blocked road. Hunted from road. Made threats (verbal or written),
were verbally abusive.
Incident narrative: Doing what they do every year. Burn up the roads and run dogs all over
private land. Nothing less than state-sanctioned poaching. Really look forward to dog season
every year.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/17/2015
County: Clay
Location: Ballard Rd.
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Came to house or camp.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters? A bunch
What did the hunter(s) do? Blocked road. Hunted from road. Other. Lied like hell.
Incident narrative: I was standing in my front yard when a deer dog appeared. I have a German
Shepherd. My dog would have killed the deer dog if I hadn’t grabbed her. I also grabbed the deer
dog to keep them apart.
The road hunter accused me of stealing the tracking collar. What kind of fool would steal a
tracking collar with the road runner looking at him? Three game wardens searched the whole
property and did not find the collar. If there was a collar, why wasn’t it pinging?
I went to court and was convicted of stealing the collar. My brothers and I own over one
thousand acres, pay land taxes, and keep the property up all year. These thugs pay no taxes but
reap the benefits when dog season gets here. Of course, the way our fine law makers have got it,
the land owner has no right to keep the dogs off. It is a shame when the land owners have fewer
rights than these thugs. If this can happen to me it can happen to you.
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Copiah

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/26/2014
County: Copiah
Location: HNF area in Copiah Co.
# of dogs: caught 2, there were several more
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Other. Caught dogs and got the required pictures of them and then
released them
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Had a serious confrontation with perpetrators with them hurling several
thinly-veiled threats at me. They threatened me and dog-cussed me repeatedly! Got very
minimal help from the MDWFP game wardens. The game wardens did not show up during the
confrontation that lasted long enough for them to reasonably arrive. Game warden later told me
he did pay a visit to the perpetrator at his camp. This is the second time I have filed affidavits of
trespassing against these people. The first time was in 2012. This morning 12-29-14 I went to
Copiah Co. Justice Court and filled out my paperwork for trespassing charges.
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Franklin

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 9/12/2014
County: Franklin
Location: Berrytown community
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Trespassed.
Incident narrative: I am hesitant to report this because of the dates. Four times before deer
season, dogs were running on my property at night. Unfortunately, I do not know the specific
dates. At the time, I wasn’t a member of the Coalition and didn’t know that I might have
recourse.
As usual, when I tried to corner the dogs or identify the people responsible, they were no where
to be found. In the future, I will document the date and times that this happens. It has been
happening for years and I don’t think it will change soon.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/22/2014
County: Franklin
Location: North of Ed Sullivan Lane, west of Raz Marshall Road, east of 15 Mile Creek
# of dogs: 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: At approximately 9 AM, I heard dogs barking along the eastern boundary of
my property. I began moving in that direction and briefly saw 3 deer dogs come off the
Homochitto National Forest and onto the 15 Mile Timber LLC private property. I was unable to
catch them. They continued heading north then it sounded like they headed west. Later I
learned that my cousin PS was able to catch a dog on his property that was almost certainly one
of the three that trespassed on my land based on timing and where I had last heard them. Later
that morning I continued to hear 2 distinctive barks as dogs continued running through our
property but could not get close enough to see them.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/22/2014
County: Franklin
Location: northeast Franklin Co
# of dogs: 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: I caught one of three deer dogs that ran across my land opening day of deer
season around 9:15 am. Called game warden who arrived in 15 minutes. He got the information
from me, called the dog owner, loaded the dog in his truck and met the dog owner at the end of
my road on the National Forest and ticketed him for violation of the Homochitto dog law and
being in violation of a 20-day suspension of the dog law from last year.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/23/2014
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: At 6:30 pm two deer dogs ran through my property. Did not catch either
dog.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/23/2014
County: Franklin
Location: King’s Ferry Road
# of dogs: saw 1, heard several
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Saw truck parked in the middle of the road. The man said he was trying to
get a dog. I spoke to him about his being on private property. He said they had released in the
National Forest and couldn’t control where their dogs went. It was around 4 in the afternoon. I
didn’t get the license number before he pulled off but it was a large dark blue truck. There were
two young boys in the truck also.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/26/2014
County: Franklin
Location: west side of Gloster Rd. down the hill from house at 7282
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Two young men were building fence for us. They are not from here so did
not know about the problem we have with trespassing here. The dog came up to them. Dog
hunters drove their trucks to the side of the road and offered the boys money to bring the dog to
them. The boys turned down the money and allowed the hunters to get their dog. We did get
description of a blue Toyota Tacoma and a white Dodge.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/28/2014
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: At 2:35 pm, two dogs ran through property and I caught one dog. Called
Game Warden. Officer Smith comes out. Angela Rogers’ name on the dog collar.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/28/2014
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: At 4:30 pm two dogs ran through my property. Could not catch either one.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/30/2014
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Got picture on game camera
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Got photo on my game cam of one deer dog coming across my small green
field at 10:30 am.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/26/2014
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Dogs ran through property - could not catch
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/26/2014
County: Franklin
Location: Property along Kings Ferry road
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: I heard and saw a dog running among pine trees on our land. Caught dog on
our posted and private property along Kings Ferry Road. Held dog at barn until game warden
arrived. Warden Steve Smith responded to call, made contact with owner from info on dog
collar. Owner was cited and collected dog. Owner name was TTT, permit # 219-275, phone #
225-368-7749. Dog was a brown and black female with # 6 stenciled on her side. Photos
available.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/27/2014
County: Franklin
Location: Kings Ferry Rd
# of dogs:
What did the dogs do?
What happened to the dogs?
How many deer-dog hunters? a bunch
What did the hunter(s) do? Blocked road.
Incident narrative: Our family decided to take a drive to enjoy the scenery in the HNF. Kings
Ferry Rd. was blocked by dog-deer hunters and their vehicles.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/27/2014
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters? 3 or more
What did the hunter(s) do? Made threats (verbal or written), were verbally abusive.
Incident narrative: We caught a deer dog trespassing on our land then called game wardens,
and the incident happened when people who hunt with Ms. Pam Arnold Rushing’s crew
(criminal gang) arrived at our camp and started standing in the road in front of our camp
grabbing their penises, asking us to come into the road to “settle this once and for all.” They did
this while an officer was standing there trying to restore calm to the most volatile and dangerous
situation I have ever been a part of.
Their group and our group were a step away from serious bloodshed or worse. Finally, after a
minute of tense cussing and posturing, Game Warden Smith was able to get them to leave.
Imagine the outcome next time when a game warden is not there. Ms. Rushing’s son was the
main perpetrator. He was caught spotlighting two years ago but because he was under 21, he
only lost his hunting privileges for a year.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/28/2014
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs:
What did the dogs do?
What happened to the dogs?
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road.
Incident narrative: 10:25 am. Dog deer hunter parked his truck on county road where land on
both sides of the road was my property. He was waiting for deer dogs approaching (road
hunting). I tried to get license number off truck but he took off before I could get there on my 4wheeler so I did not get license number off truck.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/30/2014
County: Franklin
Location: Southwest Franklin
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Caught deer dog at my camp. Filed affidavit against dog deer hunter.
Released deer dog to game wardens
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/30/2014
County: Franklin
Location: private property adjoining HNF
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters? 1
What did the hunter(s) do? Came to pick up dog
Incident narrative: A dog was found on our property. The owner of a hunting club leases dogs
to hunters then takes them hunting on the Homochitto National Forest. There are 75 members
and they race up and down the roads, block roads by parking on both sides so a car has to weave
in and out to get by, and continue to release dogs on the HNF knowing they will come across
private property disturbing still hunters and making a public nuisance of themselves in general.
There can be no other activity in the HNF for 3 months. The problem is fast reaching crisis level.
The game warden came out and gave the dog owner and the dog hunter tickets. I felt that justice
was served.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/30/2014
County: Franklin
Location: end of Forestry Road 111A, Quentin
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Got picture on game camera
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Caught Beagle-type dog on cameras at the back gate, in the road at the
dogleg (Covert 3G MMS camera) and in the middle of the road on the north property boundary
(what we call the PITA cam) between 5:46 and 5:49 PM. We were not at the camp this day.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/30/2014
County: Franklin
Location: end of Forestry Road 111A, Quentin
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Got picture on game camera
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Camera on hog trap gate caught picture of Lab-type dog at and in trap at
8:09 PM.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/1/2015
County: Franklin
Location: end of Forestry Road 111A, Quentin
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Got picture on game camera
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Got pictures of Beagle-type dog on cameras at the bowl feeder, east end of
shooting lane, middle of shooting lane, feeder at W end of shooting lane, and again in the middle
of the shooting lane, approximately 4 PM. T was in his stand but did not see the dog, E was in
the camper sick and also did not see the dog.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/2/2015
County: Franklin
Location: end of Forestry Road 111A, Quentin
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Got picture on game camera
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Got pictures of a pair of Beagle-type dogs running through the middle of the
shooting lane about 10:30 AM. T did not see them even though he was in his stand. They must
have run through when he was watching the other direction.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/3/2015
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Deer dogs ran through my property and I could not catch them.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/3/2015
County: Franklin
Location: end of Forestry Road 111A, Quentin
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Got picture on game camera
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: One Beagle-type dog was caught on camera at the back gate and in the
middle of the north property road by the camera we call the PITA cam approximately 1:40 PM. T
did not see the dog on the road although he was in his stand. Must have been watching the other
direction.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/4/2015
County: Franklin
Location: On private land that borders HNF on Pleasant Valley Rd
# of dogs: 1 dog with collars and 2 dogs without collars
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand. Came to house or camp.
What happened to the dogs? Other. Took pictures with cellphone
How many deer-dog hunters? At least 3 deer dog hunters
What did the hunter(s) do? Made threats (verbal or written), were verbally abusive. Other.
Picking up dogs that were running on private land that borders HNF on Pleasant Valley Rd.
Driving back and forth in front of house, one truck with dog cage turned around in driveway.
Incident narrative: Dog-deer hunters (permit #2222) were on Pleasant Valley Rd next to
private land that borders HNF When I was taking pictures of hunter standing next to his truck
parked on road with driver side door open, one of the dog hunters in a 2nd truck told me to stop
taking pictures. He said, “Come down here, BITCH, and I’ll whip your ass if you don’t stop
taking pictures of our trucks.” My phone died, so I was only able to get one picture. I left
immediately to avoid a confrontation.
The dog hunters rode back and forth in front of my house for about 45 mins, one even turned
around in my driveway. I called FCSO and spoke with Sheriff James Newman about the
situation. He said that it was the third time the FCSO and MDWFP had been called to Pleasant
Valley Rd because of dog-deer hunters hunting on the road and dogs running on private land. I
also spoke with Game Warden Steve Smith and was informed that I have no recourse because
my property does not border the HNF. The HNF is 1.1 miles down the road from my house.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/10/2015
County: Franklin
Location: Bunkley Baptist Church
# of dogs:
What did the dogs do?
What happened to the dogs?
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Other.
Incident narrative: I saw at least four trucks parked in front of our local Baptist church. I
stopped and asked what the people needed and they told me they were just waiting for their
dogs to cross the road so they could catch them. I asked them politely to park somewhere else
instead of the church yard and they said they saw nothing wrong with parking there. They finally
left our parking lot. A call was made to the local deputy sheriff and he stated they should not
gather in the church yard and if they continued to do so, get their tag numbers and photos then
call him.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/10/2015
County: Franklin
Location: Middleton Creek Rd SE
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to house or camp.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Several family members heard a dog on family property. This same dog,
wearing radio/GPS collar was later seen at family camp but family members were unable to
catch it.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/10/2015
County: Franklin
Location: end of Forestry Road 111A, Quentin
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Got picture on game camera
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: dog trailed three young deer through food plot in NW corner of the
property, caught on “garbage can stand” camera. Have pictures of deer and pictures of dog less
than two minutes later.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/10/2015
County: Franklin
Location: West of Raz Marshall Road
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Beagle with tracking collar came to parked ATV on private land while I was
on a morning still hunt. Dog appeared exhausted and just wanted food and a warm place to lie
down. Game warden was called and came and picked dog up to return to owner and issue
citation.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/12/2015
County: Franklin
Location: Bunkley
# of dogs:
What did the dogs do?
What happened to the dogs?
How many deer-dog hunters? 1
What did the hunter(s) do? Trespassed.
Incident narrative: My neighbor called to tell me that a red Toyota pickup with dog box was
backed up on my private property. When I got there, the truck had already left my property. I
asked my neighbor to get the tag number and photos of any trucks he sees on the property in the
future.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/13/2015
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: I get on my deer stand at 5:15 pm. Dog ran through my green field. I caught
dog and called game warden. Name on dog tag: Shamari Jenkins (601-757-2958) permit # 1831.
(This photo was taken the first time it went through, before I got to my stand; I caught the dog
when it came back through cold-trailing.)
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/14/2015
County: Franklin
Location: southwest Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Released
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Caught deer dog running through my property. Caught deer dog,
photographed dog and collar then released dog at the request of game wardens. Dog belonged to
Bryant Thompson.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/16/2015
County: Franklin
Location: Bunkley
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative:
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/17/2015
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs:
What did the dogs do?
What happened to the dogs?
How many deer-dog hunters? 1
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road.
Incident narrative: Just north of my property, I witnessed a dog-deer hunter standing on the
public road in the HNF with gun in hand 25 yards away from his parked truck.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/17/2015
County: Franklin
Location: Freewoods area Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Released
How many deer-dog hunters? 7
What did the hunter(s) do? Blocked road. Made threats (verbal or written), were verbally
abusive. Were physically abusive.
Incident narrative: We had caught a deer dog and released it on warden’s request. I was leaving
my property on access road. Dog-deer hunters had road blocked with their trucks. Then they
finally moved one truck out of the way then they stood in front of my vehicle blocking my
departure. Then I began to video them. They rushed my truck and one of them butted the side of
my truck with his chest. My daughter was scared screaming and crying begging me to make
them stop, then he slapped the truck window at her face. Then I started driving away then I was
blocked again by dog deer hunters. I was forced to drive in the ditch of the road to get away
unharmed and kept going to safety.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/17/2015
County: Franklin
Location: Gloster Rd
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters? unknown
What did the hunter(s) do? The dog was running through private property disturbing still
hunters (2 sons-in-law and my husband).
Incident narrative: The dog stopped at his stand so my husband brought him on in and we
called the game warden. The dog belonged to RB of Tickfaw, LA. When the game warden called
this guy said he had not been in Franklin County for 3 days. He must have left his dog! He sent a
friend to pick up his dog and get the ticket.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/18/2015
County: Franklin
Location: HNF
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do?
What happened to the dogs?
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road. Dumped trash, offal, etc.
Incident narrative: Took these pictures the last day of dog season. Several piles of trash at
timber access road just past my property
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/18/2015
County: Franklin
Location: Kings Ferry Rd
# of dogs: 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters? 6-8
What did the hunter(s) do? Blocked road. Trespassed. Made threats (verbal or written), were
verbally abusive.
Incident narrative: I was notified by neighbors that they saw multiple dogs and dog hunters
trespassing on my property at 7431 Gloster Road. Hunters were parked along the side of Kings
Ferry Road trying to get their dogs off my property by calling them and actually walking 40 feet
onto my property to retrieve their dogs. I went to the area on my 4-wheeler and caught one dog
as the hunters were verbally abusing me and my wife from the roadside. We were on my
property. I called game warden, who wrote the ticket and returned the dog to the hunters. There
was much yelling and screaming by armed hunters and armed property owners. This is a
dangerously explosive situation that can only be resolved when my property rights are restored
by banning dog hunting in the Caston Creek WMA.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/18/2015
County: Franklin
Location: back yard connecting to cousin
# of dogs: several
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Trespassed.
Incident narrative: A nearby hunting club released dogs so they came through my back yard
and onto my cousin’s property. When a dog was picked up by my cousin, the owner of the dog
and his teenage daughter began yelling and threatening. There was liberal use of the “f” word
and “whup yo a**”. I suspect this club hunted on our property every Sunday morning while we
were gone. It just happened that my daughter and son-in-law were visiting and stayed home that
day. The game warden came in time to stop a quickly escalating, dangerous situation. The dog
owner will get a ticket but no trespassing charge will be filed. There is still fear of retaliation.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/24/2015
County: Franklin
Location: SW Franklin Co.
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: 6:30 pm a single deer dog ran deer through the east side of my property. I
did not catch the dog.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/31/2015
County: Franklin
Location: National forest/my land
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? unknown
What did the hunter(s) do? Other. No hunters were seen, dog season closed!!
Incident narrative: Before daylight, I left home to hunt the last day of the season in Jefferson
County. On the way back home, traveling on Scott-Murray road, I saw several dogs cross the
road ahead of me. They were traveling too fast for me to take any pictures, but I was able to see
that they had no collars or marks on them.
When I got home, my wife told me that there were several dogs coming through our place all
morning long. She also was not able to get a pictures of these dogs.
This has been a problem for years, they don’t have to have a season turn dogs loose. When this
happens when the dog-deer hunting season is closed, you cannot find anyone on any of the
roads listening or trying to catch them.
Long story short, I wanted to go hunting later in the afternoon, and once again, I could not go
even on my OWN place. I was able to call a friend and he let me come onto his lease for the last
afternoon.
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Grenada

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/30/2014
County: Grenada
Location: Chapel Hill Road on private land
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: White, brown and black Walker Hound ran across deer plot near my deer
stand two times in one afternoon. It had a tracking collar. No vehicle was seen. Dog was
photographed.
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Hancock

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/26/2014
County: Hancock
Location: Caesar Necaise Road
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Other. Owner likely picked up
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: JB encountered Trent Necaise, president of Bull and Hickory Creek Hunting
Club, and his father, Kelly, parked on his side of the road waiting for dogs to come up through
my property. Had a very unpleasant encounter, with Necaise saying JB didn’t have a right to
stop and talk to them about it, even though JB owns to the center of the road, meaning they
were parked on his property.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/28/2014
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress Tract
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Released
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Hunting club member MB caught a radio collared deer dog belonging to
Brody Fazende on the property. Tried to call owner unsuccessfully, released dog. Photograph
available.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/1/2014
County: Hancock
Location: Caesar Necaise Road
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Other. Likely picked up by owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: JB again encountered Kelly Necaise parked on his side of the road waiting
for a deer dog to come up through my property.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/8/2014
County: Hancock
Location: Leetown area
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Came to house or camp.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: A deer dog with tracking collar approached my house. When my dogs saw it
and barked, it ran off into the woods on my place. I was not home, my wife saw it. This was a
week after the close of the first split.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/26/2014
County: Hancock
Location: On Dummyline Rd adjacent to White Cypress Lakes. (Jim Currie’s property)
# of dogs: 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Released
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: When the Arnie Ladner, the dog owner, finally contacted me, I had already
released the dog. The dog owner got upset with me because I told him to try his best to keep his
dogs off our hunting lease, which is owned by JC. Then Ladner proceeded to tell me that we
need to get a high fence if we do not want dogs on the property, at which time I asked him again
to try to respect the property of others. He basically told me he will continue to run his dogs
anywhere he wants and try to stop him.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/26/2014
County: Hancock
Location: Leetown area
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? 2
What did the hunter(s) do? Other.
Incident narrative: I heard the dogs on my place about the time my family (adult kids home for
Christmas) were getting ready to go out. Left the house and encountered the hunters on Caesar
Necaise Road waiting for their dogs to come through. Explained to them that their selfish
pursuit of their sport was ruining my Christmas with my family. They didn’t like getting
photographed and said I was harassing hunters. All I was trying to do was enjoy some family
time—I didn’t ask for the intrusion!
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/28/2014
County: Hancock
Location: Leetown area
# of dogs: unknown
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Other.
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Came out of church Sunday morning to find a message on my phone from a
neighbor that dogs were on the White Cypress tract. One of our hunters there had his hunt
ruined by 3 of Arnie Ladner’s dogs.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/3/2015
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress
# of dogs: unsure
What did the dogs do?
What happened to the dogs?
How many deer-dog hunters? 3
What did the hunter(s) do? Trespassed.
Incident narrative: Heard dogs running on a section of our land we cannot access due to high
water when we have had a lot of rain. A power line right-of-way runs through this section. When
we investigated, we saw three guys on two four-wheelers lined on the power line with guns
ready. Yelled to them they were on private property which they had to cross/cut fence to access,
their response was they were looking for their dogs. Game wardens were called, they did
respond with three agents but it was several hours later and the trespassers were gone. The
game warden waded the creek looked around and said they will follow up.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/7/2015
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative:
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/10/2015
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress
# of dogs: 4 or 5
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Heard dogs on the place, caught one and returned to owner. Our hunter saw
4 or 5 that afternoon, had his hunt ruined. Photographed two pairs of boot prints of trespassers
at a creek crossing.
Got a call that night that a hunter had a dog in one of our coyote foot traps. The next morning
found the sprung trap empty and learned from a neighbor that the hunters had gone through
her place and trespassed to get the dog.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/11/2015
County: Hancock
Location: Necaise MS
# of dogs: 10 to 15
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand. Came to house or camp.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? two trucks
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road.
Incident narrative: Multiple packs of dogs running on private property, two trucks of hunters
encountered on semi-private road, informed them they were on private road, they stated they
were looking for their dogs and they left and relocated to a section of the road that is public.
Dogs ran on my private property all day and into the night.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/18/2015
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative:
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/18/2015
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress
# of dogs:
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative:
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/21/2015
County: Hancock
Location: Leased land off Dummyline Rd
# of dogs: 5
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? 6
What did the hunter(s) do? Other. Hunters were seen on the side of the road about a quarter
mile away but were not approached.
Incident narrative: On the last day of the dog season, the dog hunters were letting their dogs
run through as much private land as possible, as they have done the last day of the season every
year. I tried to catch one of the dogs but they were too skittish.
Instead of still hunting, I made numerous trips in and out of the gate so the dog hunters knew
there was a witness nearby if they shot a deer crossing the public road. No shots were fired so I
feel successful in that respect. It’s just a shame I had to give up a day of still hunting in order to
keep unethical dog hunters honest.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/21/2015
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative:
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/22/2015
County: Hancock
Location: White Cypress
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Caught in coyote trap. This dog was owned by a guy who lives 10 miles
away. He said he thought he had another one somewhere around here in case we found him.
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Madison

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/23/2014
County: Madison
Location: Pearl River bottom on Ross Grimes side (west side down from lowerhead dam by 4
miles)
# of dogs: 4
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Got in my Lockon stand and at about 2 pm and here come the dogs. Ahead
of them was a doe and her yearling, going fast. Dogs came through. 4 of them and stayed in my
area, ruining MY HUNT.
Yeah, it’s sorta what I’ve come to accept as “normal,” happens all the time. Do the dogs stay in
my immediate area? YES....again RUINING MY HUNT. My time’s just as valuable as anyone’s!
Did I get a name from collars? NO. Dogs would not come to me and I was not gonna climb down
to chase them. And NO, I did not see any deer after that at ALL. This is normal and typical and
happens too often to count. Is it OK with me? NO.
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Newton

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/23/2014
County: Newton
Location: Crossroads Road
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Deer dog ran inside hog-wire perimeter fence that encloses 240 acres owned
by CP. Dog was caught, wearing collar with tag for Donnie Addy of C&S Hunting Club. Game
warden was called and an official report was made. Game warden took dog back to C&S Hunting
Club.
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Perry

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/26/2014
County: Perry
Location: Whitfield Road
# of dogs: 2-4
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? 6
What did the hunter(s) do? Other.
Incident narrative: Went to stand in afternoon. Four trucks with dog hunters occupying them
were parked on the paved public road watching in direction of our lease. Our lease is on both
sides of the public road. Hunters were inside their trucks. I approached one of them and noticed
high-powered rifle beside him on the seat. When I asked if the dogs on our lease belonged to his
club, he stated yes and had nothing else to say. Dogs were around me all afternoon and at dark, I
heard trucks starting and leaving. One truck stopped and called the dogs out, then left.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/9/2015
County: Perry
Location: NE of Richton, MS
# of dogs: 6+
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters? 10+
What did the hunter(s) do? Blocked road. Hunted from road. Trespassed. Made threats (verbal
or written), were verbally abusive.
Incident narrative: While looking over some land we leased from a private individual, (land that
the dog hunters had previously leased), I observed the dog-deer hunters running the land with
their dogs. As I was leaving, several blocked my exit, and became verbally abusive. During the
argument, one of their club members actually shot a deer crossing a public road less than 100
yards from our location. This is but another of many encounters in which they have abused our
rights, and on numerous instances, threatened me with physical violence. They also claimed to
have gone onto another part of our lease, and taken photos of “what we have there.” Not sure
what that means, unless they are talking about food plots. Regardless, they openly admit
trespassing and claim that we cannot do anything about it. They also stated that regardless of
my lease, they were going to continue to run their dogs across my land. I have video/audio of the
entire 20-minute confrontation.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/18/2015
County: Perry
Location: Whitfield Road, Loop Road, and Leonard Clark Road
# of dogs: numerous
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? 3 different groups of dog hunters
What did the hunter(s) do? Other.
Incident narrative: Two groups of dog hunters parked on public road waiting to catch dogs. One
group, which hunts about three miles away, had dogs on our lease but were not running at that
time. They asked if they could walk in to try to get their dogs and I agreed as long as they did not
take guns.
The other group is from a area on the other side of our neighbor’s still hunting club and said
their dogs were on the neighbor’s lease and they were waiting from them to come out. No guns
were present in either incident.
The third group’s dogs were running deer on one end of our property. I avoided that area and
went to another stand. Once there I heard more dogs on opposite end of our property but they
did not run in my direction. When I left at dark, I gave up and went home until dog season is
over.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/30/2015
County: Perry
Location: Leased Timber Land
# of dogs: numerous
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters? average of 10
What did the hunter(s) do? Blocked road. Hunted from road. Dumped trash, offal, etc.
Trespassed. Damaged property (cut fences, burned field, etc.), Made threats (verbal or written),
were verbally abusive.
Incident narrative: SEASON RECAP, not just one incident:
I am the president of the FUBAR Hunting Club, located in NE Perry County. There are three dog
hunting clubs that hunt in our area: D&D, Piney Hills, and Tiger Creek. At some point during
the season, each of these clubs had dogs trespass onto our lease. With Piney Hills and D&D, it
only happened a couple of times, and they were very courteous about retrieving their dogs.
There was no doubt in those cases that it was indeed an accidental encroachment.
On the other hand, Tiger Creek’s dogs were on us on a DAILY basis, and it was obvious that it
was intentional. It would be impossible for me to recount every incident that we experienced
during this past season. As to dogs trespassing, this was a DAILY experience, often multiple
times in one day. We had posted signs warning that we were trapping, and this elicited a visit
from the Tiger Creek president, who got very loud and offensive, and demanded that we stop. I
was forced to order him off of my property. As a result, I personally was the target of dozens of
threats of physical harm from the dog hunters. I also experienced intimidation in contacts in
public places, although they were more subtle.
At least twice, I had encounters with them, (in a rural setting) which would start as an encounter
between the president and me, then suddenly, they would all be there, surrounding me, and
threatening me with violence. In at least one instance, one of them attempted to force me off the
road by pulling over into my lane in a head-on confrontation. We had a total of 5 suspicious fires
started on our lease.
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We know that they would actually circumvent our gates when we were not around, and go into
our lease, and release their dogs. We found evidence of this on several instances, and at several
different points of our land. We had equipment tampered with (e.g. missing SD cards from
cameras), as well as gate locks that were damaged.
I was told by their president several times that he was going to use his “pull” to get all of our
leases revoked. He also told me on several instances that they were going to continue to run
their dogs, and they did not care if it meant that they trespassed onto us. I have this statement
on video, as well as his bragging about “spotlighting” deer.
There were numerous cases of carcasses being dumped at our gates. The president bragged to
me on several instances that he would trespass onto our lease, claiming that as long as he did
not have a gun, I had no right to stop him. (Surprisingly enough, a Game Warden sort of
confirmed that to me!)
During an encounter with the video running, he bragged that they had trespassed onto our lease
ACCOMPANIED BY A FEDERAL GAME WARDEN, to take photos of “what you got on there.”
While there is no doubt in my mind that they HAVE trespassed, I do not believe that a game
warden of any organization would have participated in such a venture. Also, I have no idea what
he meant, as we operate our club in compliance with state laws, so I don’t fear law enforcement.
I must say that throughout this, I could not get ANY support from LEO. The timber company,
Plum Creek, did assist us as much as possible, but they were limited as to what they could do
based on solid proof. (Such as the fires.)
At various times during the season, we caught dogs, and returned them to their owners. In one
instance, they accused us of having “tied up” some of their dogs on our lease. I immediately had
the owner get into my UTV and we went to locate them. It turns out that they were not on our
lease, at least by the time we got near them, and they were not tied up, as we tracked them
electronically as they departed the area.
I also gave permission to members of the Piney Hills club to enter our land to retrieve their dogs
on one occasion. That same day, allegedly, one of the Piney Hills dogs turned up at a residence
near us with a gunshot wound. Tiger Creek accused my club members of having shot the dog. I
subsequently talked to Piney Hills members who confirmed that they did have a dog shot. I
assured them that we had nothing to do with it.
The last encounter I had with the Tiger Creek outfit was recorded with a “Go-Pro” camera. In
this encounter, they first blocked my exit, so that I could not leave, then began to threaten me,
and declare their intention to continue their abuse of my rights. They also made statements that
I considered to be racist and demeaning to African-Americans. Since the dog season has ended,
we have had at least two more instances of dogs running deer through our lease However, we
have not identified what kind of dogs, or their ownership.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/17/2015
County: Perry
Location: Leonard Clark Road
# of dogs: 3-4
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road.
Incident narrative: Before going to my stand, I checked for any dog hunters on the road and
didn’t see any. Got in stand and about 4:30 p.m. dogs ran deer into our lease. One split from the
pack and came under my stand. Dog had tracking collar. Heard trucks on road, stopping at
different places, and then speeding off, I assume dropping standers along road which our lease
is on one side and theirs on the other. Dogs ran through our lease and the two shots came from
road. I assume deer ran from our lease to road where it was either shot or shot at. Everyone was
gone when I came out.
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Stone

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/22/2014
County: Stone
Location: Golden Pines Plantation
# of dogs: 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Had dogs running deer come out of the DeSoto National Forest and ran
deer through my property where I have newborn calves.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/27/2014
County: Stone
Location: Golden Pines Plantation
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to house or camp.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Dog came across property and was caught in the horse barn. It was male
Walker Hound wearing a tracking collar. It was picked up by its owner Jeff Korn (228) 8601004, driving a red Nissan 4x4 pickup. This incident and the one I reported that occurred on
11/22/14 were called into the DeSoto Ranger Station and giving to Mr. Bolton on 12-1-14.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/12/2014
County: Stone
Location: 47 Madge Road Wiggins
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Two deer dogs (one black and tan and one spotted curr dog) ran through my
food plot around 2:30 PM. Dog deer season is closed at this time.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/28/2014
County: Stone
Location: my land and lease
# of dogs: several
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? a pack
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Deer dogs ran through my land and leased land today around 10:30 am
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/17/2015
County: Stone
Location: Roy ONeil Road
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road.
Incident narrative: On or about January 17, 2015, the deer-dog hunters, as usual, turned their
dogs out on DeSoto National Forest land in Stone County and then moved to East McHenry
Road and Roy O’Neal Road immediately in front of the private property where they desired to
run from. I attach the Facebook account of the deer run from my personal property on to Roy
O’Neal Road where it was killed. This is a common occurrence, year after year. The only place
the deer-dog hunters can kill the game from private property is on the public road and so they
line up following their dogs and killing game on the public road. I have reported this for years to
the State and I have met with the State Warden and the people over the National Forest in
Wiggins.
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Tallahatchie

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/26/2014
County: Tallahatchie
Location: Tallaha Rd
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? 2
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road.
Incident narrative: Released dogs on road by the 16th section land they lease, the dogs then ran
onto my property, under my deer stand and through my food plots.
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Tishomingo

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/27/2014
County: Tishomingo
Location: County road 2
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Picked up by warden
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Just got set in stand and 2 dogs ran across food plot. One dog was caught,
the other eluded us and continued to trail something around food plot all afternoon, ruining my
hunt and my wife’s hunt.
Furthermore, the dog’s condition was very bad. It appeared to be very tired and underfed. Our
hunt was ruined for the day because we had to take care of this animal.
The collar on the animal had the name Bobby Milam. His phone number was 585-4297. We
attempted to contact owner numerous times and we’re not successful getting him to answer
phone.
This was a Beagle and it is probably a mile from the closest place where dog hunters are able to
run their dogs.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 11/28/2014
County: Tishomingo
Location: John Rankin Highway near county road 2
# of dogs: 3 or more
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Other. Having a deer race
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative: Deer crossed county road 2 and no attempt was made to catch dogs by their
owners because it was a “big deer.” Dogs continued across my property. Attempted to catch
dogs.
They just ruined my hunt the previous day. Need they ruin my entire weekend of hunting?
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/24/2014
County: Tishomingo
Location: Corner of County road 1 and county road 2
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters? unknown
What did the hunter(s) do? Trespassed.
Incident narrative: I was about 500 yards from road. I heard truck arrive, let down tailgate,
release dogs on my land, and then leave. The dogs headed north, away from me, but across my
land.
By the time I arrived at the road where the dogs were released, they were about 100 yards from
me trailing a deer, but still on my land and the dog owners were nowhere to be found. I heard
the truck speed off while I was making my way to the road.
When confronted with these facts, the hunters from the club that hunts near that area says that
those weren’t their dogs, and there is no way I could prove they were unless I caught one, which
I was unable to do.
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 1/10/2015
County: Tishomingo
Location: Corner of County road 1 and county road 2
# of dogs: 2
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Hunted from road.
Incident narrative: Dogs ran through my property across my food plot while I was hunting. I
had been seeing deer that day up until the point the dogs entered my area, but then no more.
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Wilkinson

Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/26/2014
County: Wilkinson
Location: Hwy 24 west
# of dogs: 3
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative:
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/27/2014
County: Wilkinson
Location: Hwy 24 west
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property.
What happened to the dogs? Did not catch
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do?
Incident narrative:
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Deer-Dog Incident Report
Incident date: 12/28/2014
County: Wilkinson
Location: Hwy 24 west
# of dogs: 1
What did the dogs do? Ran through property. Came to stand.
What happened to the dogs? Returned to owner
How many deer-dog hunters?
What did the hunter(s) do? Trespassed.
Incident narrative:
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Appendix

Photos without Accompanying Incident Reports
Photos from Recent Previous Seasons
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Carcasses and Trash
(These are all 2014-2015, Franklin County.)
Trash picked up after dog-deer hunters left.
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Arson and Threats
The two burn photos below are associated with
the Perry County season recap on pages 75-76.

Threat during the 2013-2014 season,
Franklin County
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Abandoned/Lost Dogs
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Mississippi Hunting Dog Association Facebook Page Post
The MHDA posted this message on their Facebook page. The Coalition for Ethical Deer Hunting
is neither anti hunting nor anti dog hunting, we’re just anti trespassing deer dogs. We support
hunting and we support hunting with dogs as long as the dogs are kept off private property
where they are not wanted.

Some of the comments on the post (shown in the screen capture on the next page) display a
blatant lack of respect for the law, law enforcement personnel, and the judicial system.
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